FLATTERING YOUR FIGURE -- TRUE OR FALSE?????

Name ___________________________________________ Period _________

1. __F__ To look taller wear same color shirt and pants.
2. __T__ If your shoulders are broad, you should not wear bulky, fuzzy sweaters.
3. __F__ A tall person who wants to appear shorter should wear vertical stripes.
4. __F__ Light colors may make you appear slimmer.
5. __T__ If your waist and hips are average, pleated skirts and pants in a plaid could work for you.
6. __T__ Shoes and belt that contrast with the rest of your outfit are a good idea if you want to call attention to your feet and waist.
7. __F__ If you are heavier than average, wear a shiny, vinyl raincoat to minimize your size.
8. __T__ If your legs are your best feature, cover them up with long skirts or pants.
9. __F__ Figure faults are hidden when you wear right fitting clothes.
10. __T__ If you are small, wear small prints; if you are large wear you can wear large prints.
11. __T__ The most flattering silhouette is the A-line for most figure types.
12. __F__ To look more slender, wear a double breasted jacket or coat.
13. __T__ A short neck will look even shorter in a turtle neck.
14. __T__ If the waistline of a dress is above or below your natural waistline, it will call attention to your figure at that point.
15. __T__ A heavy set person looks better wearing fabrics that are crisp rather than those that cling to the form.